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LGHS welcomes more staff members

by Amelia Enns
Humor Editor

What is the cost of graduating? This year, the answer is new rules 
regarding Tutorial. Due to a lack of instructional minutes in the 
school’s schedule, LGHS has revamped Tutorial and made it a require-
ment for students to be inside a classroom and supervised by a cer-
tificated teacher for the 30 minutes between first and second period.

The state’s required number of instructional minutes are the cause 
of the change. In order to receive a diploma and graduate, each student 
must spend a certain amount of time in a classroom with a certificated 
teacher. Up until this year, LGHS had not met these instructional 
minute requirements. The new Tutorial fulfills the requirement, allow-
ing everyone to meet the state’s standards without changing school 
hours or extending the school year to the middle of June.

The decision by the administration sparked an immediate backlash 
from the student body, with a Change.org petition attracting over 700 
signatures in the first few days after information about the change 
was sent to families. Senior Julia Hansen dislikes the rules, but 
admits that “it’s not as bad as everyone says it is.” She likes how “it 
encourages people to talk to others outside their group” but dislikes 
it because she cannot see all her friends. 

Freshman Alex Evans agrees, adding that the “awkward” passing 
period “is not enough time to meet with friends or get a snack” and 
if you go straight to your next class, “you get there with too much 
time and have to sit there awkwardly.” Tutorial now mirrors what flex 
time was a Fisher Middle School, a break where you were assigned a 
classroom and spent 35 minutes doing homework. Evans complains 
that the Tutorial time (30 minutes) doesn’t give students “enough 
time to start an assignment.”
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While some teachers dislike this new version of Tutorial, AP Lan-
guage and Composition teacher Kristen Austin has a different view. 
“My room has always been full of kids at Tutorial, it’s the same this 
year as it was last year,” she said. “The alternative would be either 
extending each period by 10-20 minutes or having more school days.” 
Austin went on to explain how she loves the unstructured instructional 
time because she can have conversations with students. “I like spend-
ing time with students, so I would never complain about Tutorial.”

The new tutorial has caused an undeniable stir within the students 
and faculty at LGHS. Despite the unrest, however, the change allows 
students to graduate on time without additional school hours, which 
benefits teachers and students alike.

Changes to tutorial spark controversy

by Sofia Rossi
National Editor

As the 2019-2020 school year begins, a total of eight new people 
are joining LGHS staff, including teachers and a school psychologist. 

The LGHS mathematics department has brought three new teachers 
on board. Kerry Northen Keplinger will teach Geometry as well as 
Algebra 1 this school year. Joining Northen Keplinger is Jeannette 
Brown. A geometry teacher and licensed attorney, Brown can prove 
theorems in the classroom or your innocence in a court of law. She’s 
passionate and dedicated, and believes “all students can work hard 

to achieve in the math classroom.” While some might argue that 
teenagers are lazy and moody, Mrs. Brown believes students’ creativity 
and diverse skill sets make them unparalleled problem solvers with 
unique enthusiasm for learning. Students in her classes can look 
forward to developing critical thinking skills and collaborating with 
peers for group success. 

If you thought math teachers were too busy solving for “x” to have 
any fun, meet Michael Minkel. In his free time, he seeks out the big-
gest and fastest of cars to take his wife and daughter on family road 
trips. His dedication to family and friends prompts his unconventional 
teaching philosophy. When a student enters his class, they become a 
part of his team and inevitably have “a [judgment-free] place where 
they can be themselves.” He has taught both elementary and college 
students at Carroll Oakland Elementary in Tennessee and locally at 
West Valley College. His life motto serves him and his students well: 
“Every day is a good day, some are just more challenging than others.”

WORK TOGETHER: Mr. Cueto discusses an upcoming project with his students.

MATHEMATICS MENTORS: Three new math teachers joined LGHS staff this year.

TAKE NOTE: Spanish 1 students diligently write during Mr. Cueto’s lecture.

HURRY UP AND WAIT: Students line up across the classroom to sign out.
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Lauren Twehues doubles as the Junior Varsity Girls Water Polo 
coach and the resident school psychologist at both LGHS and Saratoga 
High School. She has worked as a psychologist for 11 years, mostly in 
elementary schools, hoping to make an impact by supporting students 
and their needs. She appreciates engaging with students and staff and 
learning about their interests. Her favorite pastimes include swimming, 
hiking, and camping, which coincide with her mantra, “get outside.” 
Whether it’s coaching water polo or aiding students academically, Ms. 
Twehues makes a point to connect with everyone she meets.

The science department includes two new staff members. Sharilyn 
Anheier will teach Physics to many of this year’s juniors. Students 
in Biology and Chemistry in the Community might get Hannah Kuo. 

Two teachers also join the world language department. Alicia 
Alvarez-Mon Zeid is teaching Spanish 1, along with Pablo Cueto, 
who teaches Spanish 1 and 2.

LGHS staff, old and new, all have one thing in common: a passion 
for helping others and a seasoned ability to handle even the moodiest 
of teenagers.
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